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Abstract

This paper employs a multi-country delegation monetary policy model and argues that a decision-

making mechanism based on the median voter theorem where intensity of preferences cannot play a

role does not capture important aspects of policy setting in the European Monetary Union.

Replacing the median voter mechanism with a less restrictive ‘‘weighted mean mechanism’’, it is

shown that strategic delegation can lead to a surprising degree of central bank inflation aversion.

This finding supports the ‘‘The Twin Sister Hypothesis’’ and the perception of the European Central

Bank implementing the policy of the Bundesbank rather than a more inflationary monetary policy.
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1. Introduction

Within a multi-country, one-period strategic delegation framework, this paper shows
that strategic delegation can lead to a surprising degree of central bank inflation aversion.
The paper provides further theoretical support for why the European Central Bank (ECB)
might be the twin sister of the Bundesbank, i.e. why the monetary policy of the ECB
mimics that of the Bundesbank rather than constituting an average of the optimal
monetary policies of all the member states.
Several papers have made contributions towards creating a better understanding of the

single monetary policy and its implications. Debrun (2001) uses a two-country two-good
model and a bargaining game to show that the ECB is minimizing a loss function biased
towards German preferences, thereby proponing ‘‘The Twin Sister Hypothesis’’. Aksoy
et al. (2002) analyze the optimal policy-setting rule under four decision scenarios (each
characterizing whether the ECB Executive Board and/or the national central bank
presidents have national or EMU-wide interests or whether policy is set in accordance with
a European Monetary System-rule) and find that different member states have different
views as to what is the optimal policy rule. In an early contribution, von Hagen and Süppel
(1994) use a multi-country model with incomplete information to show that national
interests can lead to inefficient choices. Meade and Sheets (2002) also point to the
importance of viewing the ECB Council as a group of delegates with conflicting interests.
They find that the majority of ECB Council members typically voted on monetary policy
changes in a manner that can be justified by the differential between their national inflation
rate and the EMU average, thus suggesting that national interests or biases—of all 18
council members and not just the national central bank presidents—may play a role in
deciding on the single monetary policy.1

The delegation framework seems particularly well-suited for capturing the implications
of a French delegate being French and a German delegate being German rather than both
being merely Europeans. Within such a framework, this paper points to the importance of
how the decision-making mechanism of the Council is modeled and argues that a
mechanism based on the median voter theorem is overly restrictive, since focusing on the
median neglects the importance of the intensity of preferences.
The political economy literature incorporates several alternative decision-making

mechanisms.2 One oft-used alternative mechanism is the probabilistic voting model.3 A
straightforward application of the probabilistic voting model to a fixed set of Council
members deciding on the single monetary policy—in the absence of strategic delegation—
would set policy according to the average preferences of the ECB Council. However, by
replacing the median voter mechanism with a ‘‘weighted mean mechanism’’, consistent
with the probabilistic voting view, it is shown that allowing for strategic delegation may
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1As pointed out by Dornbusch et al. (1998): ‘‘The issue is not that bank presidents take or solicit direct

instructions from their patrons, but whether they are cloned and then sent on their mission. When an issue of

difference arises, a French appointee would vote in the style of France, and a German, as predictably, in the way

of the Bundesbank.’’
2See Persson and Tabellini (2000) for a detailed exposition of various decision-making mechanisms. See also

Gerling et al. (2003) for a recent survey of alternative decision-making models and Bullard and Waller (2004) for a

discussion of the advantages of alternative decision-making models.
3See Lindbeck and Weibull (1987, 1993) for frequently referenced applications of the probabilistic voting model

in the context of (expected) plurality maximization with two political parties.
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